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	Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 Bible, 9780470585863 (0470585862), John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Updated version of the bestselling Dreamweaver Bible series


	Packed with hands-on instruction and step-by-step tutorials, the Dreamweaver CS5 Bible has everything you need to harness the incredible power of this amazing Web development tool. Starting with Dreamweaver basics, expert author and Adobe guru Joe Lowery (Adobe CS4 Web Workflows and Adobe Dreamweaver CS4 Bible) guides you through the ins-and-outs of Dreamweaver showing you how to build dynamic, data-driven sites in no time.

	
		Details how to use Dreamweaver with PHP, ASP.NET, ColdFusion and more to access and work with live backend data
	
		Describes designing for and working with popular Content Management Systems (CMS) including WordPress, Joomla, and Drupal
	
		Includes how-to's on using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript in Dreamweaver to build attractive dynamic websites, as well as comprehensive information on creating and working with both design and code templates to provide consistency across a web site with minimal effort



	Dreamweaver has established itself as one of the leading Web development tools and Dreamweaver CS5 Bible is the must-have learning tool and reference guide for any Web developer using Dreamweaver.
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Distributed, Embedded and Real-time Java SystemsSpringer, 2012


	The Java language has had an enormous impact since its introduction in the last

	decade of the twentieth century. Its success has been particularly strong in enterprise

	applications, where Java is one of the preeminent technology in use. A domain

	where Java is still trying to gain a foothold is that of real-time and embedded...

		

Maximum Security: A Hacker's Guide to Protecting Your Internet Site and NetworkSams Publishing, 1997
Security continues to be the predominant concern for any organization that is either on the Internet now or considering it. Nary a week passes where there isn't some new report of hackers breaking into computer systems at some government agency, or trashing some Fortune 500 company's Web site, or even stealing user passwords and credit card...

		

Real Food for Healthy Kids: 200+ Easy, Wholesome RecipesWilliam Morrow, 2008

	
		As a pediatrician and as a result of my recent service on the Committee on
	
		Nutrition of the American Academy of Pediatrics, I have become very concerned
	
		about the rising obesity epidemic among children and adolescents
	
		in the United States. In the last several decades, declining physical activity
	
		both at...





	

The Design of Sites: Patterns, Principles, and Processes for Crafting a Customer-Centered Web ExperienceAddison Wesley, 2002
"Just following the authors' suggestions would put your site in the top few percent for readability and usability."-Jef Raskin, creator of the Macintosh computer and author of The Humane Interface

Creating a Web site is easy. Creating a well-crafted Web site that provides a winning experience for...


		

Macromedia Flash Communication Server MXMacromedia Press, 2002
Flash Communicator Server MX is  your complete guide to integrating rich media and real-time collaboration into  your applications with Flash Communication Server MX! It includes 10 quick steps  for getting started and covers ActionScripting, Flash Remoting, and other key  implementation issues...


		

Computing with Memory for Energy-Efficient Robust SystemsSpringer, 2013

	This book analyzes energy and reliability as major challenges faced by designers of computing frameworks in the nanometer technology regime.  The authors describe the existing solutions to address these challenges and then reveal a new reconfigurable computing platform, which leverages high-density nanoscale memory for both data storage...
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